
LIFE WITH LEO(h)

A sci-fi(ish) romantic comedy podcast starring a repressed lawyer, a criminal client, a pesky
sister and her fiance, an infuriatingly sexy coworker, and an android in the mood for love.

NON-UNION PAID (standard union minimums)

Location: Live Recording Los Angeles, or Remote - must have your own recording equipment

Recording Dates: August 20/21 & 27/28, 2022

Writer: Octavia Bray

Director: Shenee Howard

Producer: Eddie Louise

Executive Producer: Lauren Shippen

Please submit acting reels (audio or visual; no commercial reels please) or recorded comedic
monologue of your choosing to casting@atypicalartists.co. Subject line should be the

character/characters you’re submitting for and please include your name, location, pronouns,
and the specs of your personal recording setup (mic, interface, DAW).

AARON WU - late 20s, Chinese-American, he/him. Aggie Wu’s brother and part of the
wedding party. He is pansexual,  outgoing, and quippy. He's also a walking sex-tsunami, desired
by everyone in the room. Aaron has his eyes on Leo(h) and his heart tuned to the trouble
setting. Los Angeles local preferred.

SERGEI - 30s/40s/50s, any ethnicity, he/him. A dance instructor, preparing the wedding party
for their special day. Sergei is an artiste and is poorly equipped to deal with the disruption that
Aaron causes in his dance studio.

DASHA – 30s/40s, any ethnicity, she/her. Runs a cake shop and just wants to sell cakes and
host cake tastings in peace. Unfortunately, our core four don't bring anything but chaos when
they walk through the door. A woman pushed closer and closer to the brink.



MADAME MAGDALENA – 40s/50s, any ethnicity, she/her. The proprietor of a Magic
Mike-style establishment. Sultry, commanding, and  businesslike when it comes to the matter of
cash tips.

SHAWNA – 50s, Black, she/her. Jeanine and Ellie's mother. Practically a double-act with
Grandma Ree, as both of them enjoy commenting on Jeanine's love life (or lack thereof).
Good-natured but, like all mothers, always finding the right annoying button to push.

GRANDMA REE –  70s, Black, she/her. Jeanine and Ellie’s grandmother. She and Shawna
may be a double act, but it's split 70-30 in favor of Grandma Ree. Opinionated and too old to
stop now.

HOWARD – 50s, Black, he/him. Jeanine and Ellie’s father. Howard is sort of a bumbling dork –
prone to droning on for hours over the trivial minutiae of planes and trains. Has hurt his
children's feelings in the past and remains blissfully unaware.

HAO RAN WU – 50s, Chinese, he/him. Aggie and Aaron’s father. English and Mandarin
speaker. A plane watcher. Has been feuding with Howard since they disagreed on what type of
plane was flying overhead when they last played golf together.

VIOLET WU – 50s, Chinese, she/her. Aggie and Aaron’s mother. English and Mandarin
speaker. Has been dealing with her husband's feud with Howard for the past year and is so over
it. Very pleased her daughter is getting married, less pleased that Shawna cannot remember
she is Chinese (and not Korean, Japanese, etc.)

BRIDESWOMAN/BRIDESMAN/BRIDESTHEY – 3 members of the bridal party. Diverse voices
wanted.


